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Dorchester Reporter - “Nora Mae Carmichael’s ‘Concerned Citizens’ offers a 
different world of personalities.  In her highly colored and graphic style, 
Carmichael’s ‘Family’ invites you into their delicate and beautifully detailed 
interiors.  The interiors reveal as much of thier characters as the details of their 
facial features.  In each mixed media drawing, an ever present sun shines on her 
characters illuminating the heart and soul.  Carmichael works in many mediums 
including colored pencil, oil, monoprint, and oil crayon.  Although self taught and 
painting for less than five years [at time of publication], Carmichael’s works are 
sophisticated and consistent.”

The Bay State Banner - “The 
surprise among this top notch group is the folk art of Nora Mae Carmichael...  
With Carmichael, there are Christian signs as old as the catacombs beneath 
Rome.  These symbols enrich the art in its beauty and its meaning.”

[Reviewing a group show of women artists...]  

South End News - [Reviewing a Boston group show...]  “One artist’s effort, Nora 
Mae Carmichael’s “Baby, Grandma Minnie Understands” - stands out for its wry 
embrace of seeming simplicity.  In her two-foot-square frame, Carmichael has 
painted an over-sized visage, frumpy and beneficent, of an elderly black woman.  
She stares at us somewhat cross-eyed frontally and large against a shrunken 
background of quaint, orderly, gold-outlined details, from old-fashioned furniture 
and wall plaques to pink calico curtains.  Grandma Minnie and her living room 
have the feel of a medieval mural, flat and narrative and religiously informed.  
Carmichael’s deliberate use of motifs of old American samplers - the curlicue 
borders, the domestic themes - results in a reinvention of a form thought 
exhausted.  The result is heartfelt and absorbing.”

South End News - “Already, she has a clearly defined style.  Her flat, boldly 
colored portraits of “characters” with names like Hannah and Lula are 
compositionally vivid.  Carmichael applies as many as two shades per eyelid, and 
the bold, flat colors seem to work together as serendipitously as the strongly 
triangular shapes that define the features of her characters.”

The Virginia
Gazette

Carole Ann Meehan (
Brevis, Former Curator of the Mills Gallery at the Boston Center for the Arts) - 
“The profound humanity of this extremely gifted artist shines through her 
beautifully intricate works…  The characters inhabit streets and homes utterly 
contemporary yet transformed by Carmichael's loving spirit.  Her works… blend 
the pattern and whimsy of Thomas McKnight with the depth and majesty of 
William Johnson, yet are truly her own.”

Project Director of the Institute of Contemporary Art / Vita 

Thurlow Tibbs (The late art historian, collector and appraiser) - “Celestial 
elements permeate her work and symbolize the other worldliness that surround 
us… the use of multi-color in the eyes of the people she presents… speaks to the 
issue that people of color move through the spectrum, and… that we are many 
things, as well as one thing - humankind.”

Frank J. Miele (Principal owner/operator of the Frank J. Miele Gallery) - “Like the 
work of Romare Bearden, Nora Mae’s art draws inspiration and texture from the 
fabric of her life… and most certainly reflects a high degree of draftsmanship, 
exceptional color, and outstanding composition.  They are infused with a 
spirituality that elevates them from the category of paintings that are merely good, 
to the category of paintings that are exceptional.”

Media Note - Nora’s artwork has also graced the pages of The Baltimore Sun 
(front page Sunday edition), Virginia Gazette, Raw Vision Magazine, Folk Art 
Magazine, Pepsi’s 2006-2007 Black History Month Calendar (May image), The 
New England Black Pages (cover image), and was the subject of a thirty minute 
episode of “About The Arts” (local Boston television show). 
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